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The Kids Rule Weekend 2017
The 10th Anniversary



Lehman Stages is a unique organization in CUNY. A hybrid of sorts. Not simply a producing or presenting entity - it is a community 
of professionals who are dedicated to nurturing the emerging artists here at Lehman and the Bronx. Not simply a rehearsal or 
performance facility - Lehman Stages serves as a bridge for the Lehman student between the academic and professional worlds of 
performing arts. Not simply a production services company - Lehman Stages creates opportunities. Opportunities for the community 
to come together. Opportunities to improve the quality of life in the Bronx, for ourselves and our children.

Everyday, Lehman Stages is seeking ways to improve the quality of life for our under-served community, through original cultural 
programming and educational initiatives that we create on behalf of Lehman College.

We are dedicated to the premise that the performing arts are not a luxury but a civic necessity.
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Every summer, since 2007, The Kids Rule Weekend  has been bringing Bronx families together – for three days of theatre,
music, magic, water slides, pony rides and much, much more. All for free. All on the beautiful Lehman College campus.

Why? because Kids Rule!

The Kids Rule Weekend is an event that brings families together, that helps create a sense of community among our
neighbors, an incredibly diverse community. It helps instill a love of performing arts in the young people that attend and fosters
a better appreciation of what the Bronx has to offer.

For many children in this community it’s their first introduction to what a college campus looks and feels like. And while the
pony rides, water slides, the miniature steam engine, free children’s theater, face painting, crafts, and carnival games span a weekend, the 
impressions they make last for a lifetime.

How do we know this? Because each fall, we’re meeting more and more students who first walked across the Lehman College
campus as children, only now they cross that same green quad as enthusiastic Lehman College freshmen.

Now...you tell us; how great is THAT?

magic. theatre for kids.
pony-rides. waterslide.
fun. games. surprises.

why?
because kids rule.

the kids rule weekend



Some fun facts:

• We expect approximately 3500 people at Kids Rule 2017

• We expect coverage on News 12 Bronx, BronxNet and the Riverdale Press.

• Our forty person staff is volunteer and is comprised of current Lehman students and alumni

• We feature children’s theatre, pony rides, miniature train rides, face-painting, bouncy houses, slip and slides, arts and

crafts, a magic show, a special  “Babies Rule” toddler section, FDNY fire safety and much more.

• The Kids Rule Weekend is FREE
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